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1 Water 
 

1.1 Major incidents 
 

In the second half of 2020, the suburb experienced frequent, major water pipe bursts in 
particular in the area bordered by Orange, Hill and Judith Roads. Temporary repairs were 
effected relatively swiftly by Joburg Water. These repairs however often lasted only for a 
few days before the leaks opened up again. In addition to the significant water wastage, 
road excavations to access pipes became a permanent feature on some of the roads, 
causing significant traffic hazards. 

According to ERA’s own measurements, water wastage of the order of 2000 kl/day (two 
million litres) occurred which represents a financial loss of several million Rand per week. 

ERA engaged with the relevant municipal structures through all available channels over 
several months. Then, following the CBP (Community Based Planning) submission on 5 
March, Joburg Water confirmed that the water reticulation system in the area had 
reached the end of its useful life of 50 years. On 9 March Joburg Water confirmed that a 
work request to replace 7590m of water piping in Emmarentia Proper and Extension 1 
had been prepared.  
 

1.2 Leak reporting 
 

In our experience, Joburg Water attends swiftly to faults being logged by email via 
customer@jwater.co.za. This is extremely easy to do, via cellphone or PC, and it will make 
a big difference. We have noticed some leaks in the area which seemed to have been 
going on for a long time which were immediately attended to once they were reported. 
 

2 Roads 
 

Road maintenance in the suburb has been neglected, even after the lifting of the 
lockdown restrictions, as has been throughout the entire municipality. A large contributor 
to this situation was the inability by JRA to produce asphalt in JRA’s own asphalt plant. 
The plant has become operational again in early April, and JRA has in the course of the 
month of May attended to a number of overdue repairs of potholes and the 
reinstatement of excavations in order to access burst water pipes. 

Incidentally, in May ERA had compiled a list of long overdue road repairs and 
reinstatements, and lodged a complaint with the office of the City of Joburg Ombudsman.  

While JRA has been less responsive to service delivery complaints than JWater or City 
Power, it is nevertheless important for residents to report incidents and obtain a 
reference number, which is essential to escalate any incidents either through the 
Councillor’s office or the Ombudsman. Report to hotline@jra.org.za  

3 Electricity 
 

Repeated trips at the Roosevelt Park substation continue to affect Emmarentia, Northcliff, 
Roosevelt Park and Greenside. At this stage ERA does not have any direct knowledge of 
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the reasons and what is done to permanently resolve the issue, especially since the 
substation was recently upgraded at substantial cost. 

ERA produced a comprehensive report on the condition of the MSS at the Hill and Mazoe 
roads, which supplies Mazoe and Greenhill roads, in October 2020. This was 
communicated to City Power via Cllr David Hensman. Our argument was that the 
transformer was overheating beyond safe operating temperatures and likely would 
experience critical insulation failure in the near term. In addition, the costs of energy 
losses due to the heat generated in the faulty generator would easily motivate for a 
replacement on a cost saving argument. City Power inspected the unit and responded in 
the affirmative but advised that there was no budget in the present financial year. 

ERA tabled the matter in the CBP session in March, so that budget could be allocated for 
the coming financial year.  

Since the last major power failure at Roosevelt Park substation end of May, the MSS has 
been offline continuously and power is supplied by a generator. ERA continues to engage 
with City Power on the matter in order to bring finality to this situation. 

 

4 Sewer 
 

Sewer infrastructure may in some circumstances be used to run fibre cables through the 
city. This can affect maintenance procedures as Joburg Water will then call upon the fibre 
company to attend to the call-out. In a recent case this complicated communication and 
delayed the clearing of a sewer blockage, where a resident’s yard was flooded with 
sewage.  

ERA’s understanding is that residents will always communicate any sewer blockage issue 
to Joburg Water. When the team arrives on site and finds fibre cables installed in the 
sewer line they will then liaise with the owner of the fibre network (eg Vumatel).  

 

5 Reporting of faults 
 

Residents are encouraged to report faults as and when they are noticed, even though it is 
frustrating to see things not always getting done.  

Fault reporting is easy and efficient with the various online tools available, which are all 
listed on the ERA website: https://era.org.za/leaking-tap-loud-neighbours-sewerage-
leaking-find-all-those-important-numbers-here/ and provides a record needed for 
escalation of the complaint. It is not necessary to hold for call centre agents to answer a 
call.  

City Power’s website requires registration https://citypower.mobi  and once done, a fault 
can be reported in less than a minute. City Power provides feedback on the status of the 
incident. In our experience the system generally works well, especially for minor incidents 
like street lights out. The current restructuring of the contractor workforce and the city’s 
poor financial situation are obvious impairments but even under those circumstances 
there is no reason not to report a faulty street light.  

Arno Steinmuller 
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